
WHo SHoUld attend:

• Familiarize yourself with updates made to the IEC 61508 standard and consider the 
implications to your industry

•  Discover how these IEC functional safety standards are being successfully applied to 
manage safety projects

•  Assess and understand how to protect your industrial control systems from cyber 
security threats

•  Learn about the lifecycle approach to safety-instrumented systems through case 
studies and critical discussion

•  Update your knowledge on the latest trends and new developments in safety 
systems technology

•  Update your knowledge on safety technologies for process and machinery safety
•  Find practical solutions to your safety problems
•  Discover how optimal safety design can improve production and reduce costs
•  Network with experienced safety experts and your peers
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This “can’t miss” Safety Control Systems Conference is essential for anyone with a 
responsibility for the safety of a hazardous process or machinery installation including:

•  Electrical and Instrumentation Engineers
•  Chemical Engineers and Process Control 

Specialists
•  Technologists and Technicians
•  Process Safety and Loss Prevention 

Managers
•  Plant Managers and Process Supervisors

•  Environmental Protection Officers
•  Production Engineers
•  Control System Integrators/DCS Software 

Engineers
•  OHS and Environmental Risk Assessment 

Specialists
•  Government Safety Regulators/Inspectors
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1. Workshop with an Industry 

Safety System Expert
Presented by Paul Gruhn

2. Assessing the Security of 
Industrial Control Systems Using 

Threat Modeling
Presented by John Cusimano
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12.15pm lunch

 1.15pm  a Semi-Quantitative risk assessment technique for 
Cyber Security threats

 Session John Cusimano - Director of Cyber Security, Exida

 5 Cyber threats are increasing in frequency and sophistication. The associated 
risks to operating companies can no longer be ignored. Cyber security 
incidents can include loss of IP, production upsets or out of control scenarios.  
This presentation describes an important step forward in the measurement 
of risk associated with cyber security hazards. This presentation will discuss 
the threat type methodologies, their potential causes and possible 
countermeasures which can be effective to protect against the ultimate 
occurrence of the consequences. 

 2.00pm   the Introduction of IeC functional Safety into Global 
BmS and Combustion Control Codes and Standards  

 Session Sean Carron - President, Combustible Solutions                                                        

 6 In the past 5 years most of the major codes and standards writing bodies 
have begun introducing the use of the performance based IEC functional 
safety within their code bodies. The ISO 13577 series is a great example of 
how international collaboration is resulting in a truly global standard for 
BMS and combustion control giving designers greater flexibility but requiring 
a more stringent verification and validation process. This paper describes 
how the forthcoming ISO 13577 standard incorporates IEC functional safety 
and how it is a model for other standards including CSA B149.3.  

 2.45pm  afternoon Break  

 3.15pm Partial Stroke test Credit for "final element" of Safety 
Instrumented Systems 

 Session riyaz al - Director Instrument Business Unit, Emerson Process Management  
- Fisher Controls (UAE)  

 7 "Final Element" of the Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) requires a 
mechanical integrity check. An online, in service, Partial Stroke Test (PST) 
is one of the viable means to check valve movement and the big challenge 
faced by end user is to claim credit for PST. To ensure SIF loop compliance 
requirements to SIL suitability, PST credit is factored in for PFDavg 
calculation. This paper describes means to calculate coverage factor for 
Probability of Failure on Demand (PFDavg) for the final control element, 
when an online partial stroke test is initiated by the digital valve controller.   
It will discuss the practical issues and the challenges faced by the end user 
when assigning a suitable diagnostics coverage factor.

 4.00pm   Integrated Safety and Control System environments
 Session Ian Verhappen - Managing Director, Yokogawa Canada 

 8 The most recent versions of the IEC standards removed the strict 
requirement for separation of control and safety systems and as a result, 
there is a trend towards integrated environments. However each 
manufacturer and end user interprets “integrated” in a different way. This 
paper will look at the different levels of integration available and the 
implications this could have on work processes.

 4.45pm  Close

 8.00am registration 

 8.15am opening address   

 8.30am Process Industry accidents and lessons learned the 
Hard Way (With a focus on Personnel Qualifications)

 Session Paul Gruhn - ISA Fellow, Global Process Safety Consultant, ICS Triplex

 1 Using a collection of videos, photographs and stories, this keynote 
presentation will highlight the lessons learned from a variety of process 
accidents. Topics will include: Everyone needs training; People must follow 
procedures; Even trained people make mistakes; Some people don't know 
what they don't know; We’re not as immune or indestructible as we may 
think; We can't foresee every possible hazardous scenario; Reuse of 
software has not always been successful; Near misses are often not 
followed up; The past is often ignored (and history definitely repeats itself); 
The various personnel functional safety certification/certificate programs 
available  (e.g. CFSE, TUv & ISA) and the differences between them. 

 9.30am  tools to effectively adopt IeC 61511 functional Safety 
management in your operation

 Session farshad Hendi - Principle Safety Engineer, Invensys  

 2 IEC 61511 (ISA 84) is the global standard for the design and implementation 
of safety instrumented systems for the process industry. Functional Safety 
Management is essential to the compliance of this standard. As a result, 
some changes need to be made to day-to-day project operations which team 
members may not respond favorably to. This paper will provide tools and 
techniques that can facilitate adoption of these changes in order to have a 
FSM-complied organization.        

10.15am  morning Break  

10.45am  Proof test Procedure effectiveness on Safety 
Instrumented Systems

 Session naresh Bajaj & Stephane Boily - Consultants, Autopro Automation 
Consultants  

 3 Proof tests are done periodically based on Safety Instrumented Function 
(SIF) design criteria, to maintain Safety Integrity Level (SIL) ratings. Failure 
to perform an effective proof test may result in equipment damage, create 
an environmental hazard, or put personnel at risk. Requirements of proof 
tests are specified in IEC 61511; however, requirements can be interpreted 
differently. This paper will: Review guiding principles upon which proof 
tests of Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) should be developed; Identify 
methods to calculate % proof test coverage and its importance in PFDavg 
calculations; Highlight examples of good and poor practices, where 
relevant, in the form of a case study.   

 11.30am  Comparison of Safety Categories, Performance levels 
and Safety Integrity levels for machine Safety Control 
Systems 

 Session Paul Brzustowski - Team Lead, Industrial Safety Engineering, Stantec 
Consulting Ltd.

 4 IEC 62061 and the revised ISO 13849-1: 2008 present the safety control 
system designer with a variety of tools that can be used to reduce the risk of 
worker exposure to machine hazards. This presentation will demonstrate the 
application of risk assessment to a typical industrial machine guarding 
scenario.  ISO 13849 will be used to determine the required Performance Level 
(PL) and to identify the permitted combinations of Category Level, Diagnostic 
Coverage and Mean Time to Dangerous Failure needed to achieve compliance. 
This method will be compared and contrasted to that of IEC 62061, even as 
both standards are shown to work toward the same goal of minimizing the 
probability of dangerous failure of the machine safety control system.

This conference will focus on the technology and application of safety-related 
control and instrumentation systems in the chemicals, energy, mining and 
manufacturing industries. It will give you the tools to help reduce the risk of cyber 
security threats on your industrial control systems as well as discuss the latest 
changes to the IEC 61508 standard and the implications this will have on your 
industry. It will examine the complex and challenging issues of using control 
systems technology to maintain and improve the safety of people and the plant 
whilst ensuring profitability.

Many industrial processes have the potential to harm people or the environment. 
Every year, industry experiences catastrophic fires, explosions or toxic releases. To 
avoid such incidents, extensive safety measures are employed, often involving the 
application of automatic safety alarms and high integrity safety control systems.

IntrodUCtIon to Safety Control SyStemS 

Conference day 1 - 28th november 2012

A "functional safety system" protects life and business assets. It must be 
accurately specified and designed for the task. Likewise, safety system 
practitioners must be aware of the best codes of practice, the best equipment to 
use and what pitfalls to avoid.

At this conference case studies and practical applications will be presented by 
specialists experienced in safety life cycle activities such as hazard and risk 
assessment and the determination of Safety Integrity Levels (SILs). Topics will be 
relevant to a wide range of industry sectors including machinery and automation 
plants, chemical processes, energy and power, pulp and paper and 
petrochemicals.

Web Site:
www.idc-online.com   

e-mail: 
conferences@idc-online.com
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NETWORKING SESSION

Cocktail Hour  -  4.45pm to 5.45pm
For all attendees to meet and socialise with experts and industry 

peers at the Safety Control Systems Conference Cocktail Hour.
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 12.30pm lunch

 1.30pm  functional Security in a Process environment and the 
Protection of the PCn, dCS and SIS networks 

 Session Kurt forster - Consultant, Autopro Automation Consultants 

 14 In an ideal industrial production security scenario, the Process Control 
Network (PCN), Distributed Control Systems (DCS) and Safety Instrumented 
Systems (SIS) would not need to communicate with external devices, 
networks or the internet. Air-gaps could be created which would provide 
excellent security. With air-gaps between the networks costs would be 
mitigated for connectivity and security solutions. However, in the real world 
patch management and monitoring of the networks as well as data sharing 
with external systems is fast becoming a business necessity. This paper will 
provide guidelines not just for securing the connectivity between the PCN, 
DCS and SIS networks to external sources but for a full functional secure 
environment for all assets. 

 2.15pm   Changes to Standard IeC61508/edition 2 and the 
Implications for Users   

 Session Author: ron Bell - Functional Safety Consultant, Europe

 15 Presenter: Peter Scantlebury - Consultant

  This presentation will compare some of the key changes of IEC 61508/
Edition 2, (April 2010), to IEC 61508/Edition 1 and it impact for you. In 
particular, it will explore: key terminology changes that will impact on the 
interpretation of IEC 61508/Edition 2, architectural constraints, modes of 
operation, systematic safety integrity and systematic capability, security; 
E/E/PE system safety requirements specification, E/E/PE system design 
requirements specification, digital communications; management of 
functional safety and competence, ASICS and Integrated circuits, and safety 
manual for compliant items and software.  

 3.00pm  afternoon Break

 3.30pm  distributed Control Systems and Safety Systems 
Integration – What are the Benefits?

 Session tariq Jilani - Consultant, Worley Parsons                                                     

 16 Integrating safety and control does not mean less emphasis on safety. 
Many companies using this integrated method are improving on rate of 
incidents per year or month. The need for a more integrated support 
system, where the company has to support a hybrid system rather than 2-3 
standalone systems, means less manpower. This presentation will offer the 
delegates an insight into the benefits of integration of control and safety 
systems and will outline industry concerns and precautions.

 4.15pm  effective risk reduction in Processes:  
the Contribution of functional Safety management 
Systems

 Session edgar C. ramirez - Safety Instrumented Systems Specialist, ABB                                                     

 17 Industries that manage hazardous substances and activities seek risk 
reduction through the use of safety protections engineered and operated in 
compliance with best practices. Functional Safety Standards IEC 61508/61511 
require implementation of a safety lifecycle, safety management practices, 
and the use of proven tools and techniques. However, circumstances 
frequently cause deviations from full compliance during implementation of 
safety-related systems. Unwanted consequences include design and 
engineering errors and lack of adequate responses during operations. The 
use of a functional safety management system can help process users deploy 
safety protections in full compliance with requirements. Effective safety 
protections result in fewer incidents, trips and operator interventions. 

 5.00pm  Closing  

 8.00am lessons learned from real life Control System 
Security Incidents and assessments

 Session John Cusimano - Director of Cyber Security, Exida

 9 Hundreds of industrial control system security incidents have been studied 
by the Security Incidents Organization and documented in the Repository of 
Industrial Security Incidents. This presentation will study several actual 
control system security incidents and review the common vulnerabilities 
that were exploited, the impact of the incidents, the actions taken to 
prevent future incidents and the lessons learned. It will review the findings 
from several preemptive control system security assessments and discuss 
how numerous facilities have reduced their risk of unplanned downtime 
and safety incidents by improving the cyber security of their control and 
SCADA systems.  

 9.00am  Safety lifecycle and operation and maintenance: We 
Have an Safety Instrumented System to test, now 
What?  

 Session Jenny foo - Project Engineer, Fluor Canada

 10 There can often be a disorganized fear during plant turnarounds when it 
comes to Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS). Are we complying with the 
proof testing frequency?  How do we prioritize what to test?  What should the 
test procedure look like? How can the plant operation and maintenance 
prepare themselves to meet the defined requirements in the SRS as required 
by the IEC 61511 Safety Lifecycle as part of functional safety assessment?  In 
this presentation, we will touch base on preparing test procedures, the 
challenges of meeting the SIS verification requirements prepared by the SIS 
Designer without having any plant operation and maintenance input, and 
what a well-detailed SRS document should provide to define those 
requirements.

 9.45am  Wireless and Safety  
 Session Ian Verhappen - Managing Director, Yokogawa Canada

 11 It was not that long ago that using the words wireless and safety in the 
same sentence would have been considered impossible. The ISA84 
Committee has formed a working group 8 to establish the basis by which 
wireless technology can be used and incorporated into safety systems. As 
was done by the working group that developed the guidelines for the use 
of fieldbus in safety systems, a similar report will be generated by this 
working group. This presentation will describe the work of the group and 
an overview of the topics they will be including in their report.

10.30am  morning Break

11.00am  Petra technology
 Session Ken Bingham - CEO, ACM Automation                                                   

 12 In this presentation you will learn about an emerging technology that will 
soon be available to enable vendors and end-users to audit, monitor, and 
share the impact analysis and “what to do” instructions when plant risk 
changes. This technology takes critical data from thousands of sites and 
sensors around the world and compiles, processes, and provides the 
information to you through your operator screen, smart phone, heads-up 
display, or any number of devices. It  interprets the data, looking for 
information about hazards, production efficiencies, and maintenance 
concerns. Everyone who needs to know, from a lone worker at an isolated 
facility, to a plant on the other side of the world is informed instantly. The 
result is an independent layer of assurance so you can take action to help 
keep the risk from becoming a critical situation.   

11.45am   layer of Protection analysis and Common mistakes 
 Session Paul Gruhn - ISA Fellow, Global Process Safety Consultant, ICS Triplex 

 13 Layer of Protection Analysis (LOPA) is a semi-quantitative method of 
determining/selecting the Safety Integrity Level (SIL) of a Safety Instrumented 
Function (SIF). The method avoids some of the pitfalls associated with older 
and simpler subjective, qualitative techniques. As a result, LOPA has become 
the preferred SIL selection technique with most organizations. However, like 
any technique, the results it produces are only as good as the people using 
it. This paper will review the methodology along with some of the more 
common errors and misunderstandings that are occurring.  

Conference day 2 - 29th november 2012

Sponsorship opportunities

Representing your business at the 2012 Safety Control 
Systems Conference will provide you the opportunity to 
reach key decision makers from a multitude of industries.

For more information on sponsorship and exhibition 
opportunities please contact Arna Holmes via email 
conferences@idc-online.com 
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All conference papers are reviewed and selected for their high quality and  
technical value by our panel of specialists experienced in the theory and  

practice of functional safety systems and instrumentation. 
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reGIStratIonS

Confirmation details
An confirmation email will be send to delegates 
within 2 days of receiving the registration. 

Cancellation Policy
Full reimbursement will be accepted if written 
notification of cancellation is received by IDC 
Technologies on or before 9th November 2012. A 
fee of 20% will apply to any cancellations 
received between 10th November  and 20th 
November. No cancellation requests can be 
accepted after 20th November  2012, however 
substitute delegates are welcome.

Venue  
Four Points by Sheraton 
7230 Argyll Road
Edmonton, Alberta
T6C 4A6

accommodation
Is available at the conference venue for $125 a 
night plus taxes. Contact the hotel directly to book 
(780) 465-7931 or info@fourpointseds.com

food and Beverages
All lunches, morning and afternoon refreshments 
are included.  

Unable to attend
If you are unable to attend the full conference 
program, contact us for details to attend  
individual sessions or to purchase the Conference 
Resource Kit.

enquiries
1800 324 4244
conferences@idc-online.com

4. on our Web Site: 
 www.idc-online.com

3. By e-mail: 
 conferences@idc-online.com

1. By fax:  
 1800 434 4045

Pre-ConferenCe WorKSHoPS - 27th noVemBer 2012

WorKSHoP 1   8.30am - 12.30pm WorKSHoP 2   1.30pm - 5.30pm

Workshop with an Industry Safety System expert  
This town hall / workshop meeting will be an open question and answer format and will cover the topics that 
really matter! Paul will have materials on hand (slides, videos, photos, standards, modeling program, cartoons 
and more) to cover whatever topics you request, such as but not limited to: What are the differences between 
the various personnel certification/certificate programs?; How do I determine Safety Integrity Levels (SILs)?; 
What does the ‘grandfather clause’ really mean and what do I have to do to meet it?; Control and safety: 
interfaced, integrated or combined?; How can single, dual and triplicated systems all be certified for SIL 3, 
and what are the differences between them?; What is the benefit of transmitters over switches?; What is the 
benefit of partial stroking of valves?; What do I need to do with field devices to reach SIL 2 & 3?; What is safe 
failure fraction, hardware fault tolerance and other terms used in the standards?; How do I choose between 
certified or proven-in-use field devices?; How do I verify that systems meet the SIL targets?

your presenter: PaUl GrUHn  
ISA Fellow, Global Process Safety Consultant, ICS Triplex | Rockwell Automation, Houston, Texas

Paul is an ISA Fellow, a member of the ISA 84 standard committee (on safety instrumented systems), the 
developer and instructor of ISA courses on safety systems and the primary author of the ISA textbook on 
the subject. Paul developed the first commercial safety system modeling program over 17 years ago. He 
has a B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineering from Illinois Institute of Technology, is a licensed Professional 
Engineer (P.E.) in Texas and an ISA 84 Expert.
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  Pre-Conference Workshops - 27th noVemBer 2012  (NO discounts for pre-conference workshops) 

 Workshop 1: Workshop with a Industry Safety System Expert $300  x   _____ delegates = $ __________

 Workshop 2: Assessing the Security of ICS Systems Using Threat Modeling  $300   x   _____ delegates = $ __________

  Safety Control SyStemS ConferenCe - 28th & 29th noVemBer 2012

  OPTION 1: no early Bird discount - Book after 31st October 2012 $1500  x   _____ delegates = $ __________  

  OPTION 2: early Bird discount 10% - Book before 31st October (SaVe $150) $1350  x   _____ delegates = $ __________

  OPTION 3: 3 for 2 offer (SaVe $1500)             $3000  x   _____ delegates = $ __________

  + 5% GST (OR 13% HST)  = $ __________

additional delegates: Corporate packages available upon request total dUe  = $ ____________
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PleaSe note: full payment is required prior to the commencement of the conference.
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assessing the Security of Industrial Control Systems Using 
threat modeling 
Threat Modeling is a technique that has long been used by software developers to assess the 
security risks in their code. It is a significant part of the Microsoft Security Development Life 
Cycle.  Threat Modeling can also be applied to systems and can be a very good tool for 
assessing the security of industrial control system. This presentation will describe the threat 
modeling process and explain how it can be applied to an industrial control system. Real world 
examples will be used to help demonstrate how this can be applied.        

your presenter: JoHn CUSImano  
Chairman ISA 99 WG4 TG2, Director, Cyber Security Services, Exida

John is a process automation safety, security and reliability expert with more than twenty years 
experience. John leads a team devoted to improving the security of control systems for 
companies worldwide. He has performed numerous control system security assessments and 
has overseen the security testing and certification of several control and safety systems.  He is 
Chairman of ISA 99 WG4 TG2 Zones & Conduits Committee and co-chair of ISA 99 WG4 TG6 
Product Development Committee. John is also active in a variety of other ISA S99, ISA S84, and 
ICSJWG working groups.  
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